19th HeiKaMaX Workshop

on experimental economics and related research
(Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Mannheim & friends from elsewhere)

When: Friday, 1 December 2023
Where: University of Mannheim, Mannheim Palace, Room SO 418 (“Bahnhofsturm”)

Programme:

10:30  First coffee is ready

11:00  Benjamin Scheibehenne (KIT): What’s in a Sample? Epistemic Uncertainty and Risk Perception

11:45  Jonathan Stäbler (MA): Disclosure Policy in Contests with Sabotage and Group Size Uncertainty

12:30  Lunch at local restaurants (at own expense)

14:15  Remembering Nora Szech

14:45  Coffee break

15:00  Paul Gorny (KIT): The Gender of Opportunity: How Gendered Job Titles Affect Job Seeker Attention (with Petra Nieken)

15:45  Christiane Schwieren (HD): Do Women Overprepare? An Experimental Analysis (with Cosima Steck and Humberto Llavador)

16:30  Coffee break

16:45  Wladislaw Mill (MA): LinkedIn? A Field Experiment on Discrimination in Job Network Formation (with Yulia Evsyukova and Felix Rusche)

17:30  End of academic program

18:00  Joint dinner (at own expense) at restaurant “Long Dream”, Am Meßplatz 1